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Abstract. The paper presents the results of numerical simulation of the
propeller Ka4-70 using the actuator line model in the OpenFOAM, AM-
ReX and Nek5000 open-source software. The modifications of the tools
for wind farm simulation for these packages are carried out. Features of
these implementation are described. For numerical calculations the LES
and IDDES turbulence models are used. A comparison of the computa-
tional costs and accuracy of flow structures are made for the actuator
line model using different methods and the arbitrary mesh interface ap-
proach. The actuator line model provides force characteristics and flow
structures with good enough accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Enterprises engaged in design and development of various propellers are con-
stantly facing the problems of their numerical modeling and characterization.
These problems can be solved using different numerical approaches [1, 2]. In mid-
90’s sliding mesh interfaces method was developed [3]. This approach turned out
to be applicable in many of scientific studies related to rotational motion of solid
bodies. Especially wide sliding mesh techniques are being applied in propellers
development. Steijl et al. [4] proposed a method for the study of helicopter rotor-
fuselage interaction by third-order sliding mesh on block-structured mesh. This
technique was successfully applied in LES simulations of tidal-stream turbines,
showing great agreement with experimental power and thrust predictions [5].
Ramirez et al. [6] presented a new technique to maintain the high-order stencil
across the sliding interfaces. Those solutions are presented in the vast majority of
CFD-toolboxes, in particular in OpenFOAM [7] via AMI and GGI techniques [8–
10]. However, further investigations showed that using such techniques demand a
lot of computational resources [11] . In case of propeller work simulation it turns
out that it’s enough to replace the propeller’s geometry with a simplified model
saving computational resources but providing fine accuracy of calculations. In
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order to reduce computational time, several researchers used panel method [12]
or the so-called hybrid models which combine CFD solver and blade element
model (BEM) [13]. In this type of modelling the aerodynamic forces applied to
a blade do not result directly from CFD, but are calculated separately using
inflow data and blade geometry. These calculations are carried out in parallel
with the numerical simulation. The blade forces are calculated at each iteration
and are implemented as source terms in the flow. There are three hybrid models
depending on the distribution of the source terms: actuator disk, actuator line
and actuator surface [14].

The simplest hybrid model is the actuator disk that replaces the wind tur-
bine rotor with a thin disk volume. Typically the disk has a diameter equal
to that of the rotor and its blade forces affected on the fluid are replaced by
equivalent source terms. This model related to wind turbines was introduced
in by Sørensen & Myken in [15] using axisymmetric Euler solver. In this study
the rotor is replaced with equivalent constant intensity sources. This intensity is
calculated from the wind turbine thrust. Actuator disk model neglects separate
blade geometry details. However, geometry and viscous flow around blades are
not defined. The occupied swept area of the rotor is replaced with distributed
source terms instead [16]. Three-dimensional calculations using actuator disk
were presented by Amara et al [17] in cases of isolated and clustered wind tur-
bines. Although, for detailed representation of near wake or blade tip vortices,
a three-dimensional model for each blade must be used.

Sørensen in [18] proposed so-called actuator line model (ALM). In accor-
dance with it a blade is discretized by finite set of points (elements). Drag and
lift forces are calculated for each element taking into account local attack angle
and relative velocity. Blade elements themselves are defined by aerodynamic and
geometric characteristics. Aerodynamic performances corresponds the foil, made
by intersection of blade in the point where the element is situated. Geometri-
cal parameters are derived from the geometry of analyzed foil. For each blade
element, relative flow velocity and angle of attack are computed using fluid ve-
locity and element radial one. The comparison of the actuator Line model with
the experimental data reveals the effectiveness of this model for wind turbines’
power characteristic calculations. The reliability of the model for representing
near and far wakes was proved in [19, 20].

More complete and complicated hybrid model is the actuator surface model
one applied by Dobrev & Massouh [21] and Shen [22] et al. The main advantage
of this model is more physically realistic force distribution along the blade. In the
actuator surface model the blade geometry is represented by a surface formed
by chord lengths distribution at different radial locations of a blade [23]. In fact
the actuator surface model considered as an extend actuator line model where
blade are no more represented as thin lines but expand along the chords to the
surfaces immersed in the flow. According to [13] the distribution of the calculated
forces on blade chords improved structure of induced velocities near the wake.
Rotating blade effect is represented by pressure and velocity discontinuity, which
related to a circulation around the aerodynamic foil. Thus, velocity and pressure
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gradients created by the actuator surface becomes very close to a real turbine
rotation case improving the initial conditions for the wake.

Based on computational resources and calculation accuracy, it’s expedient to
carry out further investigations using actuator line model.

2 Numerical method

2.1 Governing equations

The complex flow fields around the propeller are obtained by solving the 3D in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. For the incompressible single-phase New-
tonian turbulent flows, the filtered mass and momentum equations are the fol-
lowing:


∇ · u = 0,

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

p
+ ν∇2u+ F turb.

(1)

(2)

Where u is a three-dimensional velocity vector, t – time, p – pressure, ∇ –
del operator, ν – coefficient of kinematic viscosity, F turb – source term.

Simple explanation of actuator line model is presented on Fig.1. Propellers
blades are replacing by lines consisting from finite number of elements.

Fig. 1: Actuator line model scheme

Force and moment characteristics for each actuator line element are calcu-
lated via the following formulas [24]:

Fl =
1

2
AelemCl(α)|urel|2, (3)

Fd =
1

2
AelemCd(α)|urel|2, (4)
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M =
1

2
AelemrCm(α)|urel|2, (5)

urel = uin +wr. (6)

Where Aelem – element square, Cl(α) – lift coefficient, Cd(α) – drag coef-
ficient, Cm(α) – pitching moment coefficient, uin – inflow velocity vector, ω –
angular velocity of the turbine, r – radius of element.

For each element drag force, lift force and momentum are calculating respec-
tively to local velocity, angle of attack (α) and force coefficient. Every element
has aerodynamic and geometric characteristics (chord, twist (θ)). Aerodynamic
performances are corresponding to foil in section, where element is placed, as-
suming that lift and drag coefficients are known. Geometrical characteristics is
defined by geometry of corresponding foil.

After the force on the actuator line element from the flow being calculated,
it is then projected back onto the flow field as a source term in the momentum
equation. To avoid instability due to steep gradients, the source term is tapered
from its maximum value away from the element location by means of a spherical
Gaussian function [25]:

η =
1

ϵ3π
3
2

exp

[
−
(
|r|
ϵ

)2
]
, (7)

ϵmesh = 2Cmesh∆x, (8)

∆x = 3
√
Vcell. (9)

Where r is a distance from the actuator line element quarter-chord location,
ϵ – regularization parameter, Vcell – cell volume, ∆x – cell length, Cmesh -
coefficient taking into account the unevenness of the cell faces.

Thus, the source term Fturb in momentum equation can be obtained as the
following:

F turb = (F l + F d)⊗ η. (10)

2.2 Open-source software

OpenFOAM The turbinesFoam library is used for numerical simulation of the
propeller hydrodynamics [24, 26]. This library was developed to model wind and
marine hydro-kinetic turbines in OpenFOAM using the actuator line method,
which was written as an extension library, using the fvOptions functionality for
adding source terms to equations at run-time. This allows the ALM to be added
to many of the standard solvers included in OpenFOAM without modification.
In the original turbinesFoam library the propeller rotation speed is calculated
using parameterized coefficient tip speed ratio and inflow velocity. The library is
modified in order to being able to run the propeller hydrodynamics simulation in
a generator mode (zero flow velocity). If the inflow velocity is different from zero,
the original version of the turbinesFoam library is used. Otherwise, rotational
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speed is set by user. The ability to continue the calculation after its suspension
is also added. For the numerical simulation of propeller hydrodynamics PIM-
PLE algorithm is used. The algorithm is implemented in pimpleFoam solver in
OpenFOAM. The IDDES turbulence model is used [27]. The LES approach is
used in the free stream area and the Spalart - Allmaras turbulence model [28] is
used near the hub wall. The filteredLinearM difference scheme proposed in [29]
is applied for convective flux discretisation.

AMReX The AMR-Wind [30] library is used to investigate propeller perfor-
mances based on AMReX framework [31, 32]. AMR-Wind is a parallel, block-
structured, finite volume method, incompressible flow solver for wind turbine
and wind farm simulations specialized for efficiency and scalability. The solver is
built on top of the AMReX library which provides the mesh data structures, per-
formance portable parallel algorithms compatible with different GPU architec-
tures, linear solvers which are a combination of geometric and algebraic multigrid
solvers. AMReX supports the development of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
algorithms for solving systems of partial differential equations, in simple or com-
plex geometries. AMR reduces computational costs and the amount of memory
compared to a uniform mesh, while maintaining accurate descriptions of differ-
ent physical processes in complex multi-physics algorithms. AMReX provides
support for both explicit and implicit mesh discretization algorithms. Summing
up, AMR-wind achiving the following advantages: an open, well-documented
implementation of the state-of-the-art computational models for modeling pro-
pellers flow physics at various fidelity’s. The numerical simulation is based on
the LES approach and actuator line method, which used forces obtained from
the OpenFOAM solution.

Nek5000 Nek5000 is an open-source spectrum-element based method [33]. The
method unites advantages of finite-element methods and those of spectral el-
ement ones. The joining of the solutions in each element through the element
edges is made via ’overlap’ of the finite element solutions in adjacent element
(Lagrangian joining) which allows to calculate solution with 8 order accuracy.
The method finds the solution as a Legendre polynomial series on a grid con-
sisting of Gauss-Lobbato-Legendre points. The velocity field obtained can be
legally interpolated to a user grid due to high order of the solution. The feature
is that the elements used might not be orthogonal, that allows it to be applied
to a wider problem class. The main disadvantage is the inability to set pointwise
force because of absence of element in sense of which finite element use it (Nek’s
element are really huge in actuator-line step scales), which make smoothing an
obligation. Another one follows the high-order and precision of the method and
is a gross time of the calculation (about a week for a case).
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3 Numerical setup

The rotation of propeller Ka4-70 [34] from Wageningen series with propeller
diameter D = 0.1 m is considered. Rotational speed of propeller is 500 RPM.
Inflow velocity is equal to 0.05 m/s.

The simulations are performed inside a domain (height is 10D, wide is 6D
and full length equal to 2D + L, where L is local refinement length equal to 3D
or 10D) presented in the Fig.2. It is similar to size that used in Ocean University
of China (OUC) numerical simulation [35]. For 10D distance simulation an open
tank is proposed.

Fig. 2: Computational domain scheme with initial and boundary conditions

Number of actuator line elements is 16. One of the main complexities of ALM
applying is the determination of the aerodynamic coefficients of an element. The
most accurate method to solve the problem is to capture the foils by cylindrical
intersections with subsequent numerical simulation, but this approach is too
time consuming. An alternative to this method is using a foil database, such
as airfoiltools.com [36], where are drag and lift coefficients for airfoils that are
geometrically similar to those obtained by blade model dissecting. Disadvantage
of the foil database resources is the lack of data for high angles of attack. For
eliminate this problem it’s proposed to use the Viterna method of extrapolation
[37]. The main time costs are associated with the preparation of data for each
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airfoil. Further, they can be reduced by using simpler methods for aerodynamic
characteristics determination [38].

An example of the lift coefficient dependence from angle of attack obtained
using Viterna extrapolation method and a comparison of the real foil and a
similar one from airfoiltools.com are presented on Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Blade intersection: a) lift coefficient from angle of attack b) comparison
between real airfoil and similar from airfoiltools.com

The main goal of the actuator line is to replace real screw with the mass
force in the right part of Navier-Stocks equation. For the AMReX and Nek5000
simulation the set of 16 pointwise forces per blade obtained from the OpenFOAM
solution are used. To convert them into the mass forces they are smoothed by
gaussian bell by formula:

f(x, y, z) =
∑
i

fiN(ϵ)exp

(
− (x− xi)

2 + (y − yi)
2 + (z − zi)

2

2ϵ2

)
, (11)

where N(ϵ) is a norm of this bell. Here (xi, yi, zi) is a point where the current
poinwise force is applied. Hence the screw rotates, these points are also rotate
around it’s center. Additionally, we must sum the forces by both points and
blades. Finally, this force is added into Navier-Stocks equation.

4 Results and discussions

Figures 4 and 5 show mean velocity flow structures behind the propeller for dif-
ferent distances. Comparison of the results obtain from different CFD-toolboxes
with the implementation of hybrid models and the arbitrary mesh interface
method [35] is presented on Fig. 6-7.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4: Mean velocity field on 3D: a) OUC numerical simulation;OpenFOAM; c)
Nek5000; d) AMReX
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5: Mean velocity field on 10D: a) OUC numerical simulation; b)
OpenFOAM; c) AMReX; d) Adaptive mesh refinement

Flow structure generated by propeller has four areas: near-wake, transition,
far-wake regions and near-wall depending from degree of destabilization.The
near-wake region is close to the propeller disk (0.5D), there is an area with max-
imum values of velocity. Beside, this is the region, where hub‘s vortexes starting
to affect on the flow. It should be noted that the actuator model cannot repro-
duce the effect of a rigid body on the flow, so propeller hub must be included in
the grid. The area where the vortexes lose their original morphology and interact
with outer flow is the transition area (1D). Downstream, velocity profile lose its
charge, vortexes are broken down into small-scale, disordered turbulence in the
far-wake region (2D and more). For cases with 3D distance between propeller
and wall, far wake region transforms into the near-wall region, where propellers
wake vortex structure interacting the wall.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: Comparison of mean velocity at distance: a) 0.5D; b) 1D; c) 2D from
propeller

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: Comparison of mean velocity at distance: a) 0.5D; b) 1D; c) 2D from
propeller

The obtained results show that the actuator line model represents propeller
hydrodynamics correctly. The main difference between maximal velocities values
can be caused by inaccuracy in initial data determination. Also, the difference
in the flow structure can be related to the small field averaging time in [35].

Different simulation approaches show the similarity flow structures. For all
calculations 36 cores are used. Table 1 includes main calculation characteristics.

Table 1: Calculation characteristics.

AMR-Wind turbinesFOAM Nek5000
titer, sec 6 15 3.5
number of cores 36 36 36
number of cells 15 000 000 10 000 000 10 000

To compare the efficiency of CFD software it’s necessary to convert obtained
calculation characteristics into the calculation time per core per computational
cell. Thus, applying of actuator line model on block-structured mesh in AMReX
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software led to a reduction of computational time by about 4 times compared
with the unstructured mesh used in OpenFOAM. Comparison of hybrid mod-
els implementation in OpenFOAM and Nek5000 show that spectrum-element
based method with actuator surface model and 8-order scheme increases the
computational time by approximately 235 times. Despite the lower performance
(in comparison with finite volume methods) Nek5000 carries out the calculations
with much higher order and represent the solution as the set of basis polynomials
rather than the set of point values, allowing to reproduce small-scale turbulence
that can be investigated in post-processing after being interpolated on a fine
grid. Such small vortices cannot be detected by finite volume methods because
they are limited by their mesh step. Another advantage of Nek5000 is the ability
of accurate calculation of spatial derivative, which can be necessary for further
problem development (e.g., sedimentation problem). The main cause of the di-
vergence between wake structure obtained via OpenFOAM and Nek5000 must
be insufficient grid resolution in vertical direction. That’s why only in a hori-
zontal one wakes are similar. Mesh refining in this direction must yield a more
proper results, but requires additional computational resources.

5 Conclusion

Investigation of applying actuator line model for numerical simulation of pro-
peller Ka4-70 are carried out. The finite volume method (OpenFOAM), finite
volume method on block-adapted mesh (AMReX) and spectrum-element based
method (Nek5000) are compared. The results show that the application of ac-
tuator line model saves computing resources and reproduces the characteristics
and hydrodynamics of the propeller with sufficient accuracy. For modelling of
instantaneous characteristics in the far field it’s advisable to use adaptive mesh
approach. However, for detailed representation of near wake Nek5000 using is
more efficiency, while for determining mean fields and force and moment char-
acteristics it’s preferably to use OpenFOAM.
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